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No matter whether we live in a city or a rural area, in Iowa or in another state or country, we are a 
UNI family. 
No matter when we attended UNI, we continue to 
have essentially the same values - such as a belief in 
goodness; an understanding that what's important is 
how we treat others; and a commitment to use our time 
and our talents to make a difference. These are values 
underscored and enhanced by the history and the 
traditions of UNI. 
We may leave the campus, but we don't leave behind 
the UNI experience. We·maylose some of the knowledge 
from our heads, but the impact of UNI will never be 
separated from our hearts. In other words, we'll always 
be Panthers. 
Alumni, parents and other supporters of UNI can help 
ensure that those core values continue. One of the ways 
is to support the UNI Alumni Association - and you 
needn't be alumni to do so. Various plans are available, 
from a one-year level 1 membership at $35 to a Lifetime 
membership at $500. 
If you are already a membe1, the gi of a membership to 
new alumni underscores your be 
principles and ideals of UNI. 
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' UNI - we are Iowa's university 
A message from President Ben Allen 
he fundamental benefits provided by a strong liberal arts 
education are essential, now more than ever. Students at UNI are learning 
not only for the careers they will begin after graduation, but also the changes 
they'll face in five, 10 and 20 years down the road, as the job market continues 
to evolve. To be successful as a university, we must graduate citizens who can thrive 
in a global, diverse and connected world. It is a charge to which I believe UNI is deeply 
committed and focused. 
Tl'le State of Iowa is fortunate to have three public universities. Each institution 
has it5 own niche, and with the three Regents universities working together, we provide 
added value to the people of Iowa and beyond. As I look over the numbers, however, it 
strikes me that UNI brings extraordinary value to our state. 
More than 92 percent of our students are from Iowa. The return on investment is 
significant when we compare alumni and current students who come from Iowa to learn 
at UN!. and return home to Iowa towns to work, serve and live their lives. Of our total 
103,000 alumni, more t han 62,000 of 
Univetsity of Northern Iowa 
Alumni by Residence - Regents Institutions 
those remain here, in the state of Iowa. 
University of Northern Iowa lJniversity of Iowa Iowa State University 
Our non-resident students 
comprise only eight percent of our 
student body; compared to more than 
30 percent at Iowa State University and 
the University of Iowa. The numbers 
are clear - we are educating Iowa's 
students. :~ -162,S!S 
67% 
Total Alumni: 103,938 244,062 






The current budget is very 
challenging. In 2009-10, UNI had an 
appropriated budget of $98.3 million, 
and enrollment of 12,90 8. In 2011-12, 
UNI has a budget of $74 . 7 million, and 
enrollment is at 13,350 . 
While the series of state budget cuts has taken a toll 
on the university community, they also present us with 
opportunities to reflect and reaffirm our commitment to 
academic excellence, community engagement, sustainability 
and service to Iowa. 
As a university, we continue to move ahead with programs designed to better our state and present solutions to the issues 
facing our citizens. At UNI, our top priorities are to: 
• be known as the leading undergraduate institution 
• be known as a leader in pre-K through 12 issues 
• enhance the economic, social and cultural development of the state 
UNI has a bright future, but we're faced with financial challenges that clearly set 
us apart from our sister public Iowa universities. 
Because of our high dependence on state appropriations for the general-fund 
budget ( 46. 7 percent vs. 33.5 percent at U of I and 35 percent at ISU) , reductions in 
state funding carry a disproportionate impact on UNI's operating budget. Therefore, 
the Board of Regents has recently approved a special appropriation request of $4 
million for fiscal year 2013, pending legislative approval. This allows us to sustain our 












FY2011 State Appropriations Per Student Headcount 
$17,628 
Resident Undergraduate Resident Undergraduate 
and Graduate 
FYI! Resident R~ident Undersraduate 
Enrollment Undergraduate and Graduate 
UNI 10,532 11,978 
ISU 16,084 18,448 








we are educating 
Iowa's students. 
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0 
State Funding - Tuition Funding 
Our vision is to be nationally known 
for innovative education, preparing 
students for success in a rapidly 
changing, globally competitive and 
culturally diverse world. 
• For the second year in a row, UNI was named to the 
Presidential Higher Education Community Service 
Honor Roll, the highest federal recognition a school can 
achieve for its commitment to service-learning and civic 
engagement. 
• UNI is one of the best colleges and universities in the 
Midwest, according to The Princeton Review, and was 
profiled on their website in 2010. 
• UNI earned a "Gold" rating from the Sustainability 
Tracking, Assessment and Rating system (STARS) in 2011. 
The highest rating for any school in Iowa, UNI received 
this designation for its commitment in making operational 
decisions that are socially responsible, make economic 
sense and are environmentally friendly. 
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It's a very positive step, but only the first in the long 
process of restoring funding. 
Our vision is to be nationally known for innovative 
education, preparing students for success in a rapidly 
changing, globally competitive, and culturally diverse 
world. I have every confidence we can achieve these 
goals with the talented and dedicated faculty, staff, 
students and alumni that embody UNI. 
Throughout this issue of the UNI Today magazine, 
you'll read stories of alumni and students who are 
dedicated to using what they've learned at UNI to make a 
difference in their communities - the true legacy of this 
university. 
I invite you to imagine the impact UNI could create 
with access to additional resources and support. The 
possibilities are endless; the potential, inspiring. UNI 
How you can help: 
• Be an advocate for UNI and contact 
your legislators. 
• Show your pride and attend events 
on campus. 
• Support students by making a gift to 
the Imagine the Impact campaign. 
• Help recruit a new generation of 
Panthers. 
UNI's Innovation Incubator 
inspires ideas, jobs for Iowa 
JJ don't believe I would 
have had the business 
opportunities that I have 
had here anywhere else in 
Iowa," says Greg Jass, B.A.'11. Jass and his 
business partner, Therese Kuster, a current 
UNI senior majoring in public relations, 
co-own TargetClick Marketin S 
a third partner, Doug Drees. TargetClick Marketing , an 
Internet marketing firm specializing in search engine 
optimization (SEO) , is one of the currenttenant-
businesses in UNI's Innovation Incubator. The incubator 
is designed to be a gateway between the private sector, 
the business community and the expertise of faculty 
and staff on campus. It offers office suites, co-working 
space and business resources to start- p businesses. 
--
Therese Kuster, a senior UNI public relations student, works on her marketing duties in 
their company offices. 
According to Jass, being a tenant in 
the Innovation Incubator is a great fit for 
their current business needs. "The facility 
and resources are available to us at an 
inexpensive price [ so we can] keep our 
overhead costs low and keep cash in the 
business, which is what every start-up 
company needs." 
The incubator is designed to be a gateway 
between the private sector, the business 
community and the expertise of faculty and staff 
on campus. 
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Kuster echoes Jass' appreciation for 
the resources available to them in the 
incubator. "The most important [resource] 
has been the people. Working with staff 
has helped us make business decisions 
and has led to new contacts and even 
clients. In addition, the entrepreneurial 
environment is a great place to start and 
grow a business." 
That entrepreneurial environment 
enabled their current business partnership 
to form. Jass and Kuster both worked 
for another start-up company in the 
Student Business Incubator (which is an 
educational learning laboratory, offering 
business assistance services at no cost to 
UNI students) before deciding to go into 
business for themselves. Jass met Drees, 
owner ofTargetClick Marketing Solutions 
(TCM), while speaking at a UNI event in 
March 2011 and the relationship between 
the two businesses continued to grow, 
eventually resulting in a merger. TCM now 
offers a full range of Internet marketing 
services to a variety of clients including 
financial institutions, technology 
companies, e-commerce businesses and 
others. 
Both Jass and Kuster maintain a 
close connection to the John Pappajohn 
Entrepreneurial Center (JPEC) at UNI. 
"The Student Business Incubator (SBI) 
has been my home away from home the 
past five years," says Jass. "I started 
working in the SBI as a freshman at UNI 
and continued there, opening my own 
business as a senior. I know without a 
doubt that I would not be running my own 
business without the SBI and the help of 
Laurie Watje, Katherine Cota-Uyar and 
Randy Pilkington," says Jass, referring to 
the JPEC staff and director. "I cannot say 
enough about how grateful I am for their 
help." 
Kuster explains the partners' plans to 
maintain their connection and give back 
to the Student Business Incubator when 
they are able. 'Tm looking forward to 
the day when we can donate back to the 
incubator and sponsor an office suite or 
a scholarship, or funding for workshops," 
she says. "We already offer consultations 
with current SBI tenants and try to offer 
as much advice as we can to encourage 
others to move forward with their 
business ideas." 
Jass echoes a desire to stay connected 
to the UNI community and give back. "I 
see myself happily working at TCM and 
being actively involved in the Cedar Falls 
community 10 years from now," says Jass. 
"I believe TCM will have grown immensely, 
providing jobs and actively recruiting new 
talent out of UNI." 
Community need spurs new 
business growth 
While attending UNI, Carlos Arguello, B.A. '07, noticed a great 
need among Iowa's Hispanic 
community. "Both from a consumer level 
and a business level, there seemed to 
be major gaps in how businesses, cities, 
employers, etc., were communicating and 
doing business with Hispanics and vice 
versa," says Arguello. Wanting to help 
address those needs was the motivation 
behind Arguello's entrance into t he world 
of entrepreneurship . 
Carlos Arguello, BA '07, accepts an 
entrepreneurial award from Randy 
Pilkington, director of UNI's Business and 
- Community Services division. 
His entrepreneurial journey began 
in the John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial 
Center's (JPEC) Student Business 
Incubator while he was enrolled at UNI. 
There, he started two businesses: LA 
PRENSA Hispanic Newspaper and CAAL 
• Translation Services and Consulting . 
Arguello says the JPEC staff were a great 
asset to his business during his time 
in the incubator. "There was never a 
shortage of folks always willing to help 
answer questions, help you do research, 
or basically anything else that might have 
helped me be more successful with my 
business," he says. 
Arguello was the first graduate from 
the Student Business Incubator in 2007. 
He then moved back to his hometown of 
Denison, Iowa to continue growing his 
start-up businesses. 
Four years later, LA PRENSA Hispanic 
Newspaper is the leading Spanish-
language newspaper serving residents in 
several major counties of western Iowa. 
CAAL Translation Services and Consulting 
is also thriving, assisting medium- to 
large-size corporations translate and 
adapt their current marketing and 
sales materials to versions that are 
appropriate and meaningful to their 
Hispanic customers. Arguello has also 
launched a third venture, cementing 
his status as a "serial entrepreneur." 
His newest venture is CAAL Properties, 
a real estate investment firm that buys, 
sells and manages residential properties 
throughout the Midwest. 
Arguello has remained connected to 
UNI since graduation. He currently serves 
on the advisory council for the JPEC and 
also participates in interactive webinars 
hosted by MyEntre.Net. 
MyEntre.Net is an online community 
for entrepreneurs across Iowa and 
beyond. It offers resources, networking 
and connections to service providers for 
entrepreneurs at all stages of business 
development. Both JPEC and MyEntre.Net 
are part ofUNI's Business and Community 
Services division . 
Arguello finds the MyEntre.Net 
webinars beneficial to him at this stage 
in his business life cycle. "I find them 
very helpful. They cover topics that are 
relevant to small business owners and 
entrepreneurs in many industries." 
Arguello chose to remain in his home 
state, and plans to continue here, because 
Iowa is a good fit for the businesses he 
has cultivated. He states, "There is plenty 
of room for growth, as well as needs in our 




UNI' s Business and Community Services 
(BCS) division houses the university's 
outreach programs related to economic 
development and business assistance. 
BCS programs provide services in all 
99 Iowa counties and beyond. In 2011, 
more than 10,000 businesses, like 
those operated by Carlos Arguello, 
were actively engaged in the MyEntre. 
Net system. Nearly 1,300 other unique 
business, community and local clients 
were served by other BCS programs. 
More than 200 faculty members and 
2,000 students were involved in the 
delivery of these services. For every $1 
invested in BCS by the State of Iowa, 
BCS programs generated $6 in private 
grants, fees or federal funding. To learn 
more about BCS, visit www.bcs.uni.edu 
or contact Randy Pilkington at 
319-273-6069. 
For every $1 invested 
in BCS by the State of 
Iowa, BCS programs 
generated $6 in private 
grants, fees or federal 
funding. 
How you can help: 
• Learn more about BCS and their 
service to the State of Iowa. Visit 
www.bcs.uni.edu or contact Randy 
Pilkington at 319-273-6069. 
• Encourage your legislators to 
support BCS programs and share the 
economic impact they have on the 
state. 
• Consider giving a gift in support of 
entrepreneurship at UNI. Naming 
opportunities for the Student 
Business Incubator are available; 
contact Katherine Cota-Uyar at 
319-273-5732. 
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#She printed out her 
very first message and 
the computer voice 
cameout-
'I love you, Mommy.' 
And everybody cried:' 
8 I University of Northern Iowa fe«~~ 
S itting at a gray conference table wearing jeans and a down 
vest, speech-language pathology 
professor Ken Bleile comes 
across as a quietly engaging, unassuming 
man. Yet to the patients and families he 
works with, Bleile and his students are 
achieving miracles every day. 
"I remember when we were working 
with a child who couldn't talk," Bleile 
shares. "She'd been severely injured in an 
accident. She was five years old. We got 
her an augmentative device - a computer 
that could talk for her." He pauses a 
moment, gathers his thoughts. "It's hard 
to talk about, as it was so moving. We 
were there, a student and I, the first time 
she used it. She printed out her very first 
message and the computer voice came 
out - 'I love you, Mommy.' And everybody 
cried." 
UNI's speech-language pathology 
master's program is ranked ninth in the 
country, and routinely accepts only a 
fraction of the hundreds of applicants 
each year. With 100 percent job placement 
at the graduate level, the program is an 
extraordinary marriage of theory, clinical 
practice and community service. 
"I believe the world starts at your 
doorstep," Bleile says. "We want to train 
our students to have both the little 
picture and the big picture. The little 
picture is how to be a speech pathologist 
and know your job; the big picture is how 
you fit into your community, which is 
everything around you." 
Undergraduate students begin 
seeing patients as early as their junior 
year under supervision through the Roy 
Eblen Speech & Hearing Clinic on campus. 
The clinic offers services for all forms of 
speech, language and hearing disorders 
for persons of all ages. In addition to the 
campus clinic, students receive practicum 
experiences in schools, preschools and 
community clinics to work with those in 
need. 
"The students love it," Bleile says. 
"They have such passion and enthusiasm 
- we just have to find ways for them to 
grow and explore and share." 
For those who want to go abroad, UNI 
also has the largest international program 
in the country for speech pathology. They 
are launching their newest endeavor in 
2012 with Brazil, the first exchange of its 
kind in the country. And for the last six 
years, Bleile has led intensive two-week 
working trips to Nicaragua each summer. 
The second-poorest country in the world, 
Nicaragua provides heart-wrenching 
experiential learning for the students. 
"Every year, it starts out the same," 
Bleile shares. "Everyone is laughing and 
excited as we get on the bus. Then about 
halfway across Managua, it gets dead 
,. silent. They can't believe what they're 
Nrh;s tr;p was an 
unforgettable and Life-
chang;ng exper;ence:' 
seeing out there." In abject poverty, where 
poor people often live with dirt floors, 
sticks for walls and a tarp for a roof, Bleile 
says the desire for a better life for their 
children is tangible. "All they want is 
knowledge," he says. 
For the students on the trip, it's an 
- exceptional opportunity. "We provided 
clinical services to children with feeding 
and communication disorders in schools 
and orphanages," says Lindsay Woolston, 
B.A. '11, and a graduate student in speech 
language pathology. She traveled to 
Nicaragua in 2010, and plans to return 
in 2012. "This was a great way to learn 
first-hand about some of the clinical cases 
I may encounter in my future career as a 
speech-language pathologist. This trip 
was an unforgettable and life-changing 
experience!" 
Life-changing for the students; life-
saving for their patients. In Nicaragua, 
the mortality rate for children under five 
with disabilities is very high. "In some 
centers, sometimes a quarter to halfof the 
Above: Children at a nutrition orphanage. It began 
as a nutrition center, but when the center opened 
the first day, there was a baby lying on the doorstep. 
The leaders decided to open their doors to children 
who were malnourished and had been starved. This 
nutrition orphanage helps each child gain weight 
and promotes growth. As the children grow older 
and are able to maintain a healthier lifestyle, they 
can then go through the adoption process. 
Left: One of Dr. Bleile's happy patients in 
Nicaragua. 
Below left: An audiologist made hearing aides for a 
few children who had severe hearing loss. 
Below: Woolston and a young boy who lives in an 
orphanage for children who have disabilities. 
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Dr. Bleile (seated in front), his UNI students and the workers at one of the orphanages 
they worked with on their trip to Nicaragua. 
UNI students work with patients beginning 
their junior year, supervised by clinic staff 
and faculty. 
children are dead by the time we return," 
Bleile says. "We've been able to reduce 
that to about 25 percent at the centers we 
work with, because we teach them better 
ways to feed, eat and hold a child to feed. 
That's in just six years ." 
He credits his students for facing the 
realities abroad head on. "Our students 
are outstanding. They're passionate and 
caring, plus they have some of the highest 
GPAs in the university." Bleile says. "And 
our courses are really hard!" 
Hlt's remarkable for 
people to be able to 
communicate:' 
"The faculty and staff have provided 
me with tremendous opportunities to 
excel, as an undergraduate and graduate 
student, that are unique to UNI," says 
Woolston. "The professors are very 
involved in each student's academic 
success." 
From dramatic cases abroad and at 
home, to children who need extra help 
with s's and t's, Bleile has dozens of 
stories. "It's remarkable for people to 
be able to communicate," he says with a 
smile. "A child who can get entirely better 
is just as miraculous as the more severely 
involved children. It's wonderful." UNI 
Education 
reform in rural 
Iowa 
E ducation reform is a hot topic nationally. The United 
States is under fire for low 
rankings, average- to subpar-
teacher performance and poor student 
achievement. There seems to be an 
array of commentary and solutions, 
from blue-ribbon education reports to 
innovative projects aimed at enhancing 
student learning, teacher preparation and 
professional development. But what really 
makes an effective teacher? 
It just so happens that Iowa is well-
known for its commitment to education. 
Couple that with UNI' s strong reputation 
for preparing high-quality teachers and 
its leadership in many state and national 
initiatives to enhance teacher quality, 
and it's only fitting that UNI and the Iowa 
Department of Education were chosen 
to lead a U.S. Department of Education 
Teacher Quality Partnership (TOP) grant. 
TOP is a five-year, $9 million partnership 
that includes Stanford University and is 
designed to raise student achievement by 
improving the effectiveness of teachers. 
The purpose of Iowa's Teacher 
Quality Partnership (ITQP) is to address 
student achievement by preparing and 
maintaining effective teachers throughout 
their careers. The UNI portion of the 
Iowa TOP is focused on the pre-service 
aspect, while the Department of Education 
will focus on induction and in-service 
teachers. Rural schools face additional 
educational challenges including 
population decline, budget challenges, 
I 
I 
socio-economic challenges, teacher retention and a high need for multi-disciplined 
teachers to teach a variety of ages. 
According to Mary Herring and Nadene Davidson, UNI TQP Co-Primary 
Investigators, the ITQP grant means that UNI is leading the state in defining effective 
teaching. "UNI faculty are able to support the application of theory into practice," said 
Herring, associate dean ofUNI's College ofEducation, "and expand students' clinical 
experiences through this grant." 
This past fall, UNI partnered with five Iowa rural school districts including 
CAL (Coulter, Alexander, Latimer) Community School in Latimer; HLV (Hartwick, 
HI thought that this experience was a Lot more 
interactive and I got more out of this experience 
than any other one that I previously had." 
Ladora, Victor) Community 
School in Victor; Midland 
Community School in Wyoming; 
Springville Community School 
in Springville; and West Fork 
Community School in Sheffield. 
In October, nearly 40 UNI 
education students were placed 
in the schools for their Level - Dustin Patterson, UNI senior, West Fork Community School 
III Field Experience. Students 
taught a variety of classes and 
assumed the role of teacher the last two days. Students also got a taste of rural life 
www.uni.edu/tqp 
during their home stays with local families. 
"Being in a rural school was an amazing experience," said Amanda McGill, a 
UNI senior who taught at HLV Community School. "The first thing I noticed was the 
community feeling. The teachers collaborated so well together, and I never once felt out 
of place. Another thing was the support of the administration. The principal was in and 
out of my classroom each day checking in, and the teachers talked about how open he 
was to new teaching ideas and methods. I felt that this rural setting focused more on 
the students as individual children, rather than as a whole unit." 
A significant part of the ITQP includes the use of t echnology as a platform for UNI 
students to reflect on their effectiveness in the classroom. UNI students video-recorded 
themselves teaching and reviewed the data with the actual teacher in the classroom to 
assess their effectiveness in teaching lessons. 
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"The TOP program proved to be a wonderful experience for all involved," said 
Lynette Lender, B.A. '97, sixth grade teacher at HLV Community School. "Our sixth 
graders were able t o learn more about the college experience and truly connected 
with Miss McGill. Having the UNI students stay in the community was a wonderful 
complement to the program. I hosted two students, and it was so fun and relaxing to 
talk about education while sharing a family dinner." 
"I used an iPod Touch to record my social studies lesson," said Lindsey Johnston, a 
UNI senior who spent her week at CAL Elementary School. "My teacher and I viewed it 
while we talked through my evaluation. Being able to see myself teach was very helpful. 
I could easily see my strong points and areas that need more work. My teacher was able 
to show me in the video what things were working and what things weren't. I might not 
have realized certain areas of weakness if I had not seen it in the video clip." 
That assessment comes back full circle when UNI faculty review the students' 
assessments, offering a real-life account of what their students are learning and what 
they as faculty might need to adjust in their own classes and clinical experiences. 
"I realized that I have many great strengths that I have learned from my 
experiences at UNI, including a large list of management techniques," said McGill. "I 
did appreciate the fact that I was able to realize that I did not always approach teaching 
with the right goals for the method I was using. I learned that I need to tailor my 
teaching according to what I hope to achieve." 
It's not just UNI students and faculty who benefit, but the rural schools benefit from 
the ITQP partnership through technology equipment for their classrooms, technology 
specialists and resources, professional development, mentoring and more. 
"TOP is making me think back to my prepping skills as a teacher, and it also makes 
me want to reflect back more on my lessons after they have been taught," said Kevin 
Kuker B.A. '03, high school social studies teacher at West Fork Community School. 
"These are both attributes that are stressed for young, beginning teachers. I feel veteran 
teachers can certainly help to evaluate the effectiveness of beginning teachers and can 
also help to further mentor them through any challenges that might occur." 
They say it takes a whole village to raise a child. Iowa's Teacher Quality Partnership 
is working like that village, but with the whole village focused on preparing the best and 
most effective teachers for today's classrooms. UNI 
Online Learning-
Bridging the gap 
between higher ed and 
K-12 classrooms 
One of the goals of ITQP is to infuse 
more educational technology in 
both UNI's education classes and in 
the rural schools. It's a win-win for 
everyone involved. Rural schools 
who don't have access to the latest 
technology and education resources 
benefit, and UNI students gain more 
teaching experiences. 
e@erations of purple_ pride and m 
HI think UNI is the 
best-kept secret in 
the M·dwest, if not in 
uring the early 1950s, 
Keith Sandvold grew up in 
Sunset Village, better known 
as the Quonset Huts at Iowa 
State Teachers College (now University 
ofNorthern Iowa). Keith's father, David, 
Huts after serving in World War II. 
David graduated from ISTC with a 
degree in teaching/men's physical 
education in 1951. He began his 
career at Simpson Furniture in Cedar 
Falls while he was a student. David 
was the owner of the store when he 
died of pancreatic cancer in 199 6. 
"Over the years, our family 
ties to the university have grown 
ever stronger," says Keith. "The thread 
that ties us to UNI is that we all wanted 
to be teachers. UNI's reputation as a 
teaching school and a business school is 
outstanding. We are all working in or have 
worked in education or business." Keith 
graduated from UNI in 1973 with a degree 
in teaching/ men's physical education. 
Today, he attends Panther athletic events 
with his grandchildren. 
Keith is married to Louise, who retired 
from UNI's Computer Science Department. 
She worked at UNI for nearly 40 years. 
Their son, Jeff, B.A. '92, works in human 
resources at DISTek Integration, and his 
wife, Amy, B.A. '94, M.A. '98, is the new 
principal at Blessed Maria Assunta Pallotta 
Catholic Middle School in Waterloo. Their 
oldest daughter, Jenny Nelson, is an 
adjunct professor in UNI's Psychology 
Department, and her husband, Brad, is the 
assistant woman's basketball coach at UNI. 
Their youngest daughter, Jessica Switzer 
B.A. '00, is a reading teacher at Orchard Hill 
Elementary School, and her husband, Matt, 
M.A. '09, is a sixth grade teacher at Lincoln 
School, both in Cedar Falls. 
"All 11 of my grandkids say they want 
to attend UNI," says Keith. "They say to 
"' me, 'Where else would I go?' They know the 
coaches and the players for almost every 
sport. They attend programs at Gallagher-
Bluedorn. They love UNI. 
"I think UNI is the best kept secret in 
the Midwest, if not in the nation. It has 
a great campus, great people, excellent 
teachers, and a tremendous athletic facility 
that is self-contained. I have friends who 
attend events from out of state and they are 
astounded by the campus." 
As co-owner of Craft Cochran, Keith 
often works with the university to supply 
sporting goods. The business st arted in 
1945 and has grown steadily since then. 
Keith credits a lot of that growth to his 
excellent education and to his work with 
UNI. 
"I think that what my family and my 
business bring to UNI are loyalty, support 
and pride in the university. We're proud 
to be from UNI. I find that feeling growing 
more and more in the community as well. I 
don't know if there is a trigger point when 
you started seeing more purple. I don't 
know if it was Ali hitting that shot against 
Kansas, but I do know I see more people 
wearing purple. I see that pride continuing 
to grow." UNI 
~'All 11 of my grandkids say they 
want to attend UNI. They say to 
--~~~~111111\,<':,!""' 
me, ~where else would I go?'H 
Louise Sandvold 
Check out what your Alumni Association can do for you! 
Know someone who loves UNI? Gift 
memberships are now available for all alumni 
and friends to stay in touch with the university. 
Visit unialum.org or call 319-273-3199 to learn 
Share that Purple Pride! Learn more and join today at unialum.org/membership-benefits. 
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Members of the 2011-12 UNI Alumni Board are: (front row, from left) Amy Mohr, BA '99; Miriam (Brown) 'Jyson, MPP '03; Kelly Van 
Veldhuizen Post, BA '00; Scott Klinefelter, BA '76; and Roberta (Zehr) Yoder, BA '71. Second row: Shirley (Post) Fantini, BA '58; David 
Boyer, BA '90; Megan Stull, MA '08; Emiliano Lerda, BA '04; Molly (McAllister) Wilson, BA '00; and Sandy (Phillips) Stevens, BA '62. Third 
row: Jerry Jauron, BA '90; Christy Danielsen, BA '99; Connie (Cunningham) Hansen, BA '89; and Michelle (Greene) Koller, BA '98. Back 
row: Ron Rubek, BA '62; Brian Relph, BA '84; Justin Bierman, BA '99; and Ross Reed, BA '06. Not pictured: Alicia Amling, BA '03; Tony 
Bibbs, BS '97; Brad Buck, BA '92; Ellen (Edwards) Jessen, BA '65; Tracy (Randall) Liebermann, BA '87, Ed Spl '89; Karen (Schellhase) 
Nantz, BA '72, MA '77, MA '82; David Peters, BA '78; and Bill Waack, BA '49. 
Custom crafted for the University of Northern Iowa, the motifs for the 
design of the Official Ring of UNI 
are based upon the university's most 
cherished traditions and history. The top 
of the ring features the UNI Campanile 
with the University ofNorthern Iowa 
name and founding date of 1876 spelled 
out around the crown. 
For many, the UNI Campanile is 
the most memorable symbol of UNI. 
The Campanile was built in 1926 to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
UNI. The four bells, which sound on the 
hour and quarter hour, are dedicated to 
the president of the university, the school 
children of Iowa, the faculty and UNI 
students and alumni. 
The inside of the ring is inscribed 
with "LUX," which is taken from the 
university's seal. LUX, the Latin word for 
light, has been a part of the university 
seal since it was first created in 1876. 
The word LUX and the burning lamp of 
knowledge remain the centerpieces of the 
seal through the university's history. It is 
included as a reminder of UNI' s dedication 
to educating students who will serve as 
the light of the future. 
The ring is made in your choice of 
10K or 14K yellow or white gold. The text 
around the crown of the ring (UNI • 1876) 
can also be highlighted with an epoxy 
finish in the purple UNI color. 
Visitwww.unialum.org/ official-ring-
program for more details and pricing. 
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Award Winners 
e University of Northern Iowa 
Alumni Association presents its 
annual Heritage Honours Awards 
each year. The awards program honors 
the professional accomplishments of UNI 
graduates and service to the university. 
The Alumni Achievement Award 
recognizes the outstanding professional 
accomplishments 
of UNI graduates. 
Involvement with 
and service to the 
University of Northern 
Iowa is considered. The 
2011 winner is Gary 
Scholten, B.A. '80, for his outstanding 
overall professional accomplishments. 
Scholten, a native of Larchwood, 
Iowa, is senior vice president and chief 
information officer at Principal Financial 
Group. Scholten has led efforts in Des 
Moines and the State of Iowa to develop 
programs aimed at middle and high school 
students to generate interest in and 
preparation for careers in information 
technology. 
Scholten was instrumental in 
developing UNI Day and Principal Day, an 
exchange between Principal employees 
in Des Moines and UNI students and 
faculty. He is also a charter member of 
the Advisory Board to the Department of 
Computer Science. 
The Young Alumni Award recognizes 
graduates 40 years of age or younger who 
have excelled in their profession in a short 
amount of time. Involvement with and 
service to the University of Northern Iowa 
is considered. 
The 2011 winner is Jason Lau, B.A. 
'99, M.A. '02. Lau grew up in Hong Kong 
and received a degree in social work from 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University. He 
graduated summa cum laude from UNI, 
Ph.D. in Education Policy & Leadership 
Studies from the University of Iowa. 
While a student at UNI, Lau received 
several awards for his extensive volunteer 
., 




business with partner 
Winnie Wong. Due 
to the success of 
this business, he created the Global 
Competency Consulting Research Fund 
for Early Developmental Education. The 
fund will be used to help defray research 
expenses for UNI's faculty and graduate 
students. He also created the Po Wa 
Opportunity scholarship to honor his 
parents. 
The Alumni Service Award recognizes 
graduates who have shown long and 
continuous service to the university and 
their community. The 2011 winner is Jean 
Trainor, B.A. '75, for her continuous 
service to UNI. 
Trainor is CEO and 
president ofVeridian 
Credit Union. She has 
received numerous 
awards for her 
dedication to building 
a better community. 
Trainor served on the United Way board 
of directors for 12 years and has been 
active in many organizations throughout 
the Cedar Valley. She is a recipient of the 
Matt Parrott Integrity Award and the 
Distinguished Alumni Award from Cedar 
Valley Catholic Schools. 
Trainor has served UNI in many 
capacities, including mentoring in 
Career Services, serving on the College 
of Business Administration Advisory 
Council and supporting the Gallagher-
earning both his B.A. and M.A. in Leisure, Bluedorn Performing Arts Center. She also 
Youth and Human Services. He earned his hosted Inclusion Connection, an event 
that stressed the abilities of people with 
disabilities. 
The Honorary Alumnus Award is 
presented to a friend of the university in 
recognition of their exceptional support 
of the University of Northern Iowa. 2011 
winners are Robert and Mary Ellen 
Molinaro. 
Robert and Mary Ellen Molinaro's 
generosity is well-known throughout 
the Cedar Valley. The University of 
Northern Iowa Alumni Association is 
recognizing these great friends of UNI for 
their extraordinary commitment to the 
university and the local community. 
Robert says benevolence and hard 
work were instilled 
in him as a child. 
Taking the lead 
from his mother, 
he has made an 
impact in the 
Cedar Valley by 
giving to those in need. Through the 
Molinaro Charitable Foundation, Robert 
and Mary Ellen have made gifts to Cedar 
Valley Hospice, Exceptional Persons, the 
University of Northern Iowa and many 
other organizations. As members of the 
UNI Panther Scholarship Club, their 
generous support has made an impact on 
student-athletes and several UNI athletic 
programs. In memory of their son, they 
established the Hank Molinaro Memorial 
Endowed Scholarship to support student-
athletes in men's and women's golf. 
Robert is CEO of Warren Transport, Inc. 
and Mary Ellen is an active volunteer in 
the community. 
Nominations are now open for the 
2012 Heritage Honours. Visit 
www.unialum.org/heritage-honours to 
make a nomination. UNI 
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If athletic programs act as the front porch of universities, then these two student-athletes are the welcoming 
committee. Both students have excelled athletically, 
academically and are dedicated to giving back to the 
community. With athletes like these leading UNI programs, it's 
no wonder Panther Athletics are enjoying the strongest levels of 
support they have seen in years. 
Jacqui Kalin 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Point guard - women's basketball 
( out for season with ACL injury) 
B.A. '10 - Exercise Science: Sport Psychology 
Graduate studies - Kinesiology: Psychomotor Behavior 
As a captain of the team for more than three years, Kalin 
leads by example. With a 4.0 GPA throughout her collegiate 
career, she is currently involved in Big Brothers/Big Sisters, and 
has also volunteered with Relay for Life, Habitat for Humanity, 
House of Hope, Character Counts, Special Olympics, Camp 
Embracing Memories, Just Read! and the Northeast Iowa Food 
Bank. In addition to her legions of past awards, she received 
the MVC/State Farm Good Neighbor Award in 2011 and 2010 - an 
award based on both academics and community service. 
"I love the opportunity to influence and impact other 
people's lives," Kalin said. "I've been for tunate to have many 
great people influence my life, and it is a wonderful chance for 
me to be able to give back to others. In addition, this community 
is so supportive of UNI and it's a chance for us to give back in 
t hat way as well." 
Her favorite part ofUNI Athletics? "Being a part of t he 
Panther family! On a smaller scale, being a part of the family t hat 
includes my teammates and coaches is really special. We have 
so much fun together and share many amazing memories. On a 
bigger scale, the Panther family as a whole includes great people 
that I enjoy interacting with on a regular basis." 
Kalin says she is keeping her options open right now, but 
she looks forward to a future coaching college basketball and 
eventually working in sports administration. 
Ben Boothby 
Clinton, Iowa 
Defensive tackle - football 
B.A. '11- Movement and Exercise Science 
Graduate studies - Kinesiology 
Out of all of Boothby' s numerous awards, the one he is 
most proud of is Team Captain, "because it's voted on by my 
fellow teammates," he said. The redshirt senior balances his 
time between academics (where he has been listed on the 
Dean's List every semester at UNI), football and community 
service. He's currently a leader in FCA (Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes) at UNI as well as actively involved with 
Student Athletic Advisory Council activities and events. 
He has also volunteered at the Special Olympics, various 
UNI football camps, Junior Panther Day, Character Counts 
events at elementary and middle schools in the area, Just 
Read! and is a small group leader for the Panther football 
Bible study. 
"My favorite part about volunteering in the community 
is the feeling you receive from helping others," Boothby 
said. "It's extremely fulfilling to talk to individuals who 
are struggling with some aspect of their life and give them 
advice on how to work through it. In t erms of volunteering 
with children with Just Read! or helping out at youth 
groups, it is just awesome to see how they grow and how 
they are so eager to learn. It's amazing that they look up 
to you and want a positive example to follow and I am glad 
t hat many student-athletes can be that example." 
"Playing sports in college is an experience that I will 
never forget," Boothby shared. "It has taught me so many 
valuable life lessons t hat I will cherish forever. I am glad I 
chose UNI and will one day be glad to be an alumnus." 
His future plans include moving on to medical school 
after graduation from UNI in May. UNI 

Getting er, 
.__ ___ _ 
ablo Picasso once said, 
._...,.., "Every child is an artist. The 
problem is how to remain an 
artist once we grow up ." 
At UNI, three programs are 
determined to help children discover and 
explore their artistic abilities. But these 
programs don't stop at art for art's sake. 
Their multi-faceted outreach efforts are 
utilizing cultural exploration as tools for 
recruiting, math and science education, 
community building and more. 
Strayer-Wood Theatre not only serves 
as the home for UNI Theatre Department 
students; it also hosts nearly 1,000 high 
school students each November as the site 
of the Iowa Thespian Festival - the All-
State equivalent for theater departments 
around the state. 
"It's an excellent recruiting 
opportunity for us," said Traci Gaydos, 
marketing director and production 
manager of Strayer-Wood Theatre. "More 
than 20 percent of our incoming freshman 
class said that attending the festival last 
year sealed the deal for them about UNI." 
This was the second year hosting the 
#More than 20 percent of our incoming freshman 
class said that attending the festival last year 
sealed the deal for them about UNI:' 
festival at UNI, and one thing they've 
learned - they can't do it alone. With 
1,000 students to escort around campus 
and keep on schedule, they pulled in a 





with her student 
coordinator, 
senior theatre and 
management major, 
Melanie Pickard, 
went tech-savvy and 
added a Twitter feed 
to the festival, offering location updates, 
photos, videos and a forum for discussion. 
"The event gives our current 
students invaluable experience in event 
management and planning;' Gaydos said. 
"And it gives the high school kids the 
chance to see what college is like." 
She also moved the Strayer-Wood 
schedule around to allow the UNI students 
more time between shows, 
the festival and finals. With 
two fall shows under their 
belts, the department is 
now beginning work on the 
spring shows. Dying City, a 
two-person drama, plays in 
February, while Bat Boy: The 
Musical will close the season 
in April "with a bang!" 
according to Gaydos. 
Calling all Theatre 
Department alumni! 
Mark your calendars for a special UNI 
reunion April 13-14, 2012. Watch for 
more details coming in February! 
Friday, April 13 
Informal Alumni Social 
8-10 p.m. 
Saturday, April 14 
Student Portfolio Review and Tours 
9 a.m.-Noon 
Alumni Panel Discussion 
Noon-1 p.m. 
Alumni Reception and Banquet 
4:30-7 p.m. 
Bat Boy: The Musical! 
Directed by Patrick Elkins-Zeglarski, 
BA '97 
7:30 p.m. 
Post Performance Social 
Follow the UNI Theatre Alumni 
Reunion on Facebook! 
Getting treAiive 
-----------------------------~-----
While the Theatre Department focuses on older students, the 
Community Music School serves 
a more diverse audience. The program 
aims to offer innovative music education 
experiences for youth and adults, along 
with outreach teaching opportunities for 
School of Music students. 
"We have students from three months 
old to 98 years old," said Cindi Mason, 
program director of the Community 
Music School. The program began six 
years ago as an outreach of the School 
of Music. They started with 20 students 
and two staff members; they're now at 
450 students and a staff of 20. "It's really 
fun to be a part of," said Mason. "It just 
exploded!" 
The Community Music.School includes 
Kindermusik for babies, toddlers and pre-
schoolers; the Orff Program from Germany 
for young children; the UNI Children's 
Choir; the New Horizons Band for those 
over 50; and private lessons in woodwinds, 
brass, percussion and piano. While each 
program does charge a fee to support staff 
salaries, they work hard to keep costs as 
low as possible and remain true to the 
"Our summer camp, Music 
Mania, runs a full week and only 
costs $75," said Mason. They 
also have formed a collaborative 
partnership with the Jubilee 
United Methodist Church and 
North End Arts and Music Fest in 
Waterloo to offer a drum circle. 
The program offers eight-week 
courses for second to ninth 
graders. 
"Most of our drum circle· 
participants are scholarship 
recipients," said Mason. "There 
is a lot of interest in that 
community to do something for 
youth, and we've been fortunate 
to have private donors support 
the program so those that are 
interested can participate." 
"Our long-range dream is to 
expand our offerings in Waterloo 
to include art lessons, drama, 
maybe private lessons," said 
Mason. "It's a lot of fun, and 
the students are so excited to 
participate." 
#It's really fun to be a part 
of," said Mason. Hltjust 
exploded!" 
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Amy Hunzelman, director of education and special programs at 
the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing 
Arts Center (GBPAC), can attest to that as 
well. "The Waterloo schools are excellent 
at bringing their kids to Kaleidoscope 
shows," she said. "We have a remarkable 
relationship with them as a district." 
The Kaleidoscope Series for Youth 
began in 2001 as a school matinee series, 
designed to introduce children ages K-12 
to the GBPAC and the performing arts. 
All shows are connected to classroom 
curriculum, featuring historical topics, 
such as immigration, as well as issues of 
today, such as bullying. 
Allen Hospital came on board as a 
sponsor in 2003-04, when the program 
introduced their new pricing of "A buck 
a kid!" The timing was perfect, and 
catapulted attendance numbers to a new 
high. Schools come from across northeast 
Iowa on show days, filling the GBPAC 
parking lot with yellow buses. 
From 14,100 students in 2001; to 
21,247 in 2003; to 40,000 in 2011; the 
Allen Hospital Kaleidoscope Series for 
Youth will have served more than 300,000 
area children in 12 years. 
"We balance our programming and 
the exposure of Kaleidoscope shows 
with providing art in the classroom," 
said Hunzelman. The Kaleidoscope 
Connections program offers a more in-
The Allen Hospital Kaleidoscope Series for Youth 
will have served more than 300,000 area children. 
in 12 years. 
depth focus on the context of the show 
through UNI students who prepare active 
learning lessons and implement them 
in the schools as both pre- and post-
performance visits. 
The additional classroom visits are 
free for schools ( fully funded by the 
Friends of the Gallagher-Bluedorn group), 
and provide added enrichment to the 
performances for those schools who take 
advantage of the program. 
The GBPAC also hosts regional 
teaching-artists-in-residencies 
across the state, and serves 
as a national leader in its arts 
integration partnership with the 
Waterloo schools as they focus on 
professional development for STEM 
(science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics) teachers. 
"The best part about 
Kaleidoscope is that this is no 
longer a once-in-a-lifetime visit 
for students to see the performing 
arts," said Hunzelman. "They come back as 
third, fourth, fifth graders, so it becomes 
a comfortable place for them. And that's 
wonderful!" UNI 
' 
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~ '35 Don W. Barker, BA celebrates his 100th 
birthday 1/15/2012. He practiced law in Iowa 
Falls for many years before his retirement, and 
now resides in an assisted living apartment in 
Iowa Falls with his spouse, Elmira. 
'38 Laverna (Bevans) Goughnour, 1-yr Cert., 
2-yr Cert. '43, retired in 1983. She lives in 
Cedar Rapids. 
19405 
'41 Eleanor (Smith) Harris, 2-yr Cert., Des 
Moines, had her 90th birthday open house at 
Frank Smith Retirement Center on 6/12/2011. 
~ , 40 Phyllis Van Engen, 2-yr. Cert., BA 
'43 , taught 3rd grade at Moreland, Iowa, and 
worked 33 years for United Airlines in teletype 
communications in Denver and Chicago. Three 
sisters and two nephews graduated from UNI. 
and an uncle taught math at UNI. 
~ , 48 Honora (Myer) Clemens, BA, has been 
accepted into the California Redwood Chorale 
and will sing in Italy in April 2012. 
19505 
'50 Patricia (De Koster) Echelberger, BA, 
and spouse, Kenneth, celebrated their 50th 
anniversary by taking their whole family on a 
10-day Hawaiian islands cruise. 
'50 Beverly (Switzer) Eyestone, 2-yr Cert., 
Fort Morgan, CO, has retired after 10 years at 
the Fort Morgan Public Library. 
'51 Gordon Cawelti, BA, was recently 
appointed to serve as a member of the 
Certification Council of the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards in Arlington, 
VA. He lives in Okoboji and winters in Delray 
Beach, FL. 
'51 Charles Edwards, BA, MA '57, & Delores 
(Twist) Edwards, 2-yr Cert. '50, of Johnson 
City, TN, celebrated their 60th wedding 
anniversary on 6/3/ 2011. 
'51 Gladys (Sawtell) Schmidt, BA, Manning, 
works as a tax preparer during the tax 
season. She volunteers the rest of the year 
for 5th grade in local schools as a "Speak Up" 
representative. 
'53 Evangeline (Falaris) Glazebrook, 2-yr 
Cert., is retired and plans to travel to Greece in 
the fall. 
'53 Gordon Henry, BA, retired after 42 years 
of service at Newberry College. He lives in 
Newberry, SC. 
'54 Doris (Long) Maltby, 2 yr-Cert., is 
happily retired and enjoys following her twin 
granddaughters' college careers, one of which 
is a UNI music major. 
'56 Judy (Stoermer) Hart, 2-yr Cert., Milford, 
retired in 2005 and is living at Lake Okoboji. 
'56 Mary Beth (Johnston) Kourey, 2-yr Cert., 
moved into a retirement home in Urbandale. 
~ '56 Mildred Hope (Fisher) Wood, BA, MA 
'62, age 91, of Cedar Falls, was inducted into 
the Iowa Women's Hall of Fame 8/ 27/ 2011. 
The award, presented by Gov. Branstad, is 
sponsored by the Iowa Commission on the 
Status of Women. 
'59 John Shuler, BA, San Antonio, TX, is well 
and "living large." 
~ '58 Joann (Holden) Boyd, 2-yr Cert., BA 
'60, Avon, CT, retired and has enjoyed the 
past five years as a Kindergarten Acceleration 
Reading Tutor. · 
19605 
'60 Janice (Gideon) Cuffel, BA, MA '69, 
retired from teaching piano & organ in her 
private studio, and as organist for churches 
in the Cedar Rapids area, most recently 
organist & coord. of music ministries at 
CR First Presbyterian Church. She was an 
accompanist in the area, including two years at 
Kirkwood Community College, and occasional 
keyboardist with the CR Symphony Orchestra. 
She & spouse Jerry G. Cuffel, BA '60, MA '69, 
retired Industrial Tech teacher at CR Kennedy 
H.S., reside in Marion. 
'60 Alice (Bunnell) Janssen, BA, retired 
after one year of teaching and 43 years of 
substituting in elementary classes at Cedar 
Falls area schools. She lives in Cedar Falls. 
'61 Marlys (Mullins) Pals, BA, MA '61, Cedar 
Falls, celebrated the 50-year anniversary of her 
BA from UNI, and received her 50-year pin at 
the UNI Golden Reunion in May 2011. 
~ '65 Karla (Buntrock) Ice, BA, MA '70, 
retired in 2010 from Mercy Medical Center 
in Cedar Rapids where she had been a data 
coordinator in the Clinical Improvement and 
Accreditation Dept. 
'65 Rita Noe, BA, MA '70, shares that her 
artwork has been accepted in 101 national and 
international juried exhibits, in 27 states and 
four countries. She lives in Keokuk. 
'67 Carole (Wright) Allison, BA, has lived in 
Gig Harbor, WA, for 15 years. Time is spent with 
family and church involvement and enjoying a 
second home in Ely, MN. 
About Class Notes 
'67 Jim Crawford, BA, Mission, TX, retired to 
South Texas in 2002. 
~ '68 George Davis, BA, MA '74, Moorhead, 
MN, has retired after 43 years of science 
teaching, the last 21 years as a professor 
of science education at Minnesota State 
University Moorhead. 
'6~ H. Edward Phillips, BA, Olathe, KS, retired 
after serving 12 years as vice chancellor for 
administration at the University of Kansas 
Medical Center. He previously served in the 
United States Navy for 31 years, attaining the 
rank of rear admiral. 
~ '68 Pamela (Port) Powers, BA, retired after 
43 years of teaching middle school language 
arts. She started in Cedar Rapids and spent the 
last 37 years in Florida. She lives in Deerfield 
Beach, FL. 
'68 Connie (Worl) Venti, BA, continues to 
operate two private voice & piano studios in S. 
Riverside County, CA, with approx. 40 children, 
teenage & adult students. She is active in the 
Temecula Valley Music Teachers' Assoc. of CA 
(MTAC) and is a state adjudicator for MTAC's 
Certificate of Merit program. She & spouse 
Arnold reside in Aguanga, CA, and have a four-
year-old granddaughter. 
'69 Verlus Burkhart, BA, Fairmont, MN, 
retired from four years of teaching and 38 years 
in the office machines business. 
'69 Steven Heilmann, BA, Afton, MN, has 
been recognized by 3M as the 6th person in 3M 
history to receive his 100th issued US Patent 
assigned to 3M. He retired after 34 years with 
3M and works as a research associate with the 
University of Minnesota. 
'69 Dick McMahon, BA, Latimer, is retired as a 
teacher and is currently driving the area school 
bus. 
1970s 
~ '70 Ken Askelson, BA, is serving on the 
Board of Examiners for the American Institute 
of CPA' s (AI CPA) and vice-chair of the Privacy 
Task Force for the AI CPA. 
'70 Stephen Watson, BA, Waverly, is now 
president ofNortheast India Christian 
Endeavor, Inc. 
'71 Lorin Hayes, BA, has retired from Stifel 
Nicolaus and Company, Inc. after 33 years as a 
financial adviser. He lives in Cedar Falls. 
Class Notes are compiled from information sent in personally by alumni or submitted via news 
release to the Alumni Association office. If you would like to share your news, go to 
www.unialum.org/ submit-class-notes. 
Names listed in purple are Alumni Association members. Names that begin with a ~ are 
Lifetime Alumni Association members. 
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'70 Catherine "Kay" (Krueger) Smith, BA, MA '77, retired 
after 39 years teaching at AIB College of Business in Des 
~ ·: ----'-==--==.:.:•-..j Moines. AIB has renamed one of its residence halls as the "Kay 
Smith Eagles Hall" in her honor. 
"Kay has forever left her mark here at AIB, most importantly 
on the students who have learned from her and owe their own 
careers in part to her dedicated teaching," said President Nancy 
Williams. 
Smith was the 2011 commencement speaker and the recipient 
of an honorary Bachelor of Science degree in court reporting 
and captioning. She also received the AIB EAGLE Award from 
the President's Cabinet. The award recognizes AIB staff or 
faculty members for exhibiting the traits and work ethic valued 
in an AIB EAGLE: Enthusiastic, Achiever, Go-getter, Leader, 
and Excellence. Smith lives in West Des Moines. 
'71 Sharon (Nold) Hobart, BA, retired from 
the Emmetsburg Community School District 
after 28 years of teaching . She lives in 
Emmetsburg. 
'72 Karen (Burns) Copley, BA, retired as 
director of student services at Nogales Unified 
School District and now works as an education 
consultant in southern Arizona. 
' 73 Peggy {Anderson) Fliss, BA, Spirit Lake, 
retired after 38 years of teaching in Spirit Lake. 
't!P '73 Margaret Riley, BA, Durham, NC, 
added Duke University asst. vice-provost for 
undergraduate global education to existing 
titles of assoc. dean, Duke University Trinity 
College of Arts and Sciences, and dir. of the DU 
Global Education Office for Undergraduates. 
'73 Philip Wolfe, BA, received the 2011 Service 
to Mankind Award from the Sertoma Club of 
Lincoln. He lives in Lincoln, NE. Wolfe is a 
retired elem. school teacher. He taught PE and 
English Language Learners for 29 years. 
't!P'74 Marion (Borchert) Clay, MA, Fresno, CA, 
retired from the Schlueter Co. in July 2011. 
'74 Thomas Dallenbach, BA, Waterloo, retired 
from John Deere in May 2011. 
'74 Christine (Hackett) Jensen, BA, retired 
after 36 years of teaching at Exira, Neil 
Armstrong, North Scott and at Audubon. 
'74 Karen {Howick) Nesvold, BA, recently 
renewed her certification as a dementia care 
specialist. She lives in Ferndale, WA. 
'76 John Harbaugh, BA, assoc. prof. at 
Central Washington University, released a 
solo trumpet CD "New Vistas" accompanied 
by spouse Teresa (Thompson) Harbaugh, 
BM '76 . He was trumpet soloist at Seattle 
Symphony's Benaroya Hall for Hovhaness' 
100th Birthday Concert; has performed in pit 
orchestras for touring Broadway shows "9 to 5 ," 
"South Pacific," "Color Purple," & "High School 
Musical;" and his CWU trumpet ensemble 
performed at the 2011 International Trumpet 
Guild Convention. 
'76 Jeffery Carmichael, BA, Wichita, KS, an 
attorney with the Morris Laing Law Firm, is 
president-elect of the Kansas Trial Lawyers 
Assoc. for 2011. 
'76 Julee Nagel, BM, recently retired ( sr. 
business mgr.) after 27 years at the University 
of Arizona, and continues to enjoy sunny and 
warm Tucson, AZ. 
'76 Jamie Van Nostrand, BA, was named 
director of the Center for Energy & Sustainable 
Dev. , and assoc. prof. at West Virginia 
University College of Law, as of July 2011, 
having previously served as exec. dir. of 
the Pace Energy & Climate Center at Pace 
Law School since spring 2008, following a 
successful career as private practice partner in 
the Environmental & Natural Resources group 
of a large Pacific Northwest law firm. 
'77 Mark Juel, BA, El Centro, CA, completed 
30 years of service working for the Federal 
Government. He is currently working as a 
construction representative for the US Army 
Corp of Engineers in El Centro, CA. 
'78 Brian Usher, BA, retired June 2011 after 
teaching & performing for 33 yrs in Colorado 
Springs area schools. His final job was at 
Jenkins Middle School where, in 2007, the jazz 
band was the only CO band to pass the audition 
process and perform at the Midwest Clinic in 
Chicago. Many former students are now band 
directors or professional performers. 
'79 Christine Keyser-Fanick, BA, was 
named 2010 Teacher of the Year for John Paul 
Stevens High School, where she oversees the 
journalism program and serves as campus UIL 
academics coord. She also received the 2011 
Del Oro Tex Taylor Lifetime Achievement Award 
from the San Antonio Chapter, Public Relations 
Society of America. 
19805 
'80 Randy Ploog, BA, Boalsburg, PA, is the 
lead author of "Manierre Dawson: A Catalogue 
Raisonne." As a result, Ploog was invited to 
lecture on Dawson at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in September 2011. 
'80 Leesa (Cutler) Talbot, BA, MA '87 , was an 
RA in M.A.S.H. house, Campbell Hall 1978-79. 
She and spouse Adrian Talbot, MA '84, EdD 
'87 , are parents of Rhiannon Talbot, BA ' 11 , 
who served as an RA in Noehren 2010-11, Rhys, 
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a junior at UNI, and Rhydian, a senior at Cedar 
Falls High School. 
'80 Kathryn (Jepsen) Wilson, BA, MA '82, 
Ottumwa, retired from Great Prairie AF.A 15 
Ottumwa as a speech-language pathologist. 
~ '81 Brenda (VanDaele) Patterson, BA, 
& Curt Patterson, BA '81, reside in Cedar 
Falls, where Brenda teaches family consumer 
science at Cedar Falls schools, and Curt is 
an independent financial strategy coach at 
Financial Architects. 
'82 Kent Clow, BA, is a technical advisor at 
BASF. He lives in Charlotte, NC. 
'82 Kevin Dahle, BA, has been named head 
of the social studies department at Northfield 
High School. He is from Northfield, MN. 
~ '82 Kathy {Sarasio) Hobson, BA, Earth, 
space & environmental science teacher 
at Atlantic High School, received a 2011 
Excellence in Science Teaching award at 
the Iowa Academy of Science Iowa Science 
Teaching section conference October 17-18 in 
Ames. 
'82 Michelle (Clarken) Van ~aanen, BA, 
Yankton, SD, was named interim chair of the 
Dept. of Contemporary Media & Journalism at 
the University of South Dakota in Vermillion. 
She has been an assistant professor at USD 
since 2005 . 
'83 Fred Bryan, BA, in his 3rd year as an NFL 
official working the umpire position on Tony 
Corrente' s crew, was recently featured on the 
cover of Referee Magazine. His full-time job is 
as superintendent for Hennepin County Home 
School, a facility for juvenile offenders. Spouse 
Jennifer (Scott) Bryan, BA '83 , works for 
Best Buy International as a merchandising 
systems/ operations manager. They reside in 
Minneapolis. 
'83 Don J. Coffin, BA, with Bankers Trust Co. , 
has received a Governor's Volunteer Award 
for his 20 years of service to Easter Seals Iowa 
and Camp Sunnyside, citing his "visionary 
leadership, compassion and steadiness." The 
award honors Iowa nonprofit, charitable & 
governmental organization volunteers who 
exhibit extraordinary service and commitment. 
'83 Lisa {Huston) Mullan, BA, Urbandale, 
has been named to the Iowa Workforce 
Development board and the Living History 
Farms board. 
'83 Geri (Hoffman) Swanson, BA, MA '88, 
Concord, NC, is the Exceptional Children's 
chairperson at A.L. Brown High School in 
Kannapolis. Geri renewed her National Board 
Certification in 2011. 
~ '83 Tim Throndson, BA, has been named 
managing partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Raleigh, NC, office. With the firm since 
1988, he previously served as tax leader in 
the Raleigh office and partner in the PwC 
Washington National Tax Office. He and spouse 
Joann {Kolbert) BA '83 , have two daughters. 
'84 Charisse (Brown) Gillett, BA, MA '87, was 
named 17th president ofLexington Theological 
Seminary, Lexington, KY, on 9/1/2011. Dr. 
Gillett, the first woman and first African-
American to serve as president in the 146-year 
history of LTS, was formerly VP of admin. & 
special projects at LTS since Feb. 2010. 
'84 Mark R. Moore, BA, collaborated with Mark 
Matthews, of Australia, on a 2012 Grammy 
submission of a Lutheran Hymns album. He 
also attended an Interlachen Alumni Reunion 
with his Jazz Quintet; was involved in the 
Burlington & Ft. Madison Art Guilds' events; 
a Bart Howard Room performance; and, with 
Burlington Friends of the Depot, repainted 
the #3003 Steam Engine. He is owner of Mark 
Moore Productions in Burlington. 
~ '85 Theresa {Uhlenhopp) Hurley, BA, 
Waterloo, retired in 2010 after selling her CPA 
practice. 
'85 Mary Laws-Helmig, BA, Morgantown, PA, 
is now premium audit manager for a national 
De Anna (Hinz) Tibben, BA '92, MA '94, received the 2011 
Excellence in Earth Science Teaching Award for the State 
of Iowa and Central Section of the National Association of 
Geoscience Teachers (NAGT). The awards are administered 
by the Geological Society of America. Tibben, who teaches at 
Ames High School, was recognized during the Iowa Academy 
of Science ISTS conference held October 2011 in Ames. Tibben 
is a member of the UNI Department of Earth Science Advisory 
Board, and she gives credit to UNI for her success in the 
classroom. 
"The UNI Earth Science Department provided experiences for me as an undergrad that are 
usually only found for grad students at other universities," Tibben said. "It is one thing to learn 
about the Earth system from a text, and quite another to learn by experience. The labs, day 
trips, Ti-State, GSA and other field trips, all helped to provide me with a 'tool bag' of content 
knowledge that I use in my 9th grade classroom - I can teach the content because I have 
experienced it firsthand." 
Paul Hagist, BA '93, 
has been promoted to 
purchasing manager 
at Grain Processing 
Corporation. He joined 
the company in 1993 
and has held various 
positions within the 
starch and purchasing departments. Hagist 
and his family reside in Muscatine. 
insurance carrier. 
'86 Jodi Meyer-Mork, MA '90, EdD '05 , is now 
an assistant professor of education at Luther 
College. 
'86 Kimberly (Brockschink} Schneider, BA, 
Chaska, MN, started working for UNI in July 
2011 as the Minnesota regional representative/ 
admissions counselor based out of the Twin 
Cities. 
'86 Brenda (Wiese) Schoon, BA, MA '92, 
is a special education instructor at Preston 
High School in Preston, IA. She resides in 
Goose Lake with her husband, Ken, and three 
children, Sarah, Tyler and Aaron. 
~ '86 Deb Vangellow, BA, has been named 
to the Junior Golf League National Advisory 
Council and to the Journal of Applied Golf 
Research Advisory Staff. 
'87 John Place, BA, Goshen, IN, is president of 
Ancon Construction, and pole vaulting coach 
at Goshen College. 
'88 Caroline (Kipp) Kelleher, BA, is currently 
teaching middle school English in the Fairfax 
County Public Schools. She lives in Lovettsville, 
VA. 
~ '88 Patrick Murphy, BA, Northport, AL, 
finished his 13th season as head sofball coach 
at the University of Alabama. He took his team 
to their seventh Women's College World Series, 
where they finished third for the third time in 
four years. 
19905 
'91 Sandra (Luepke) Tempel, BA, Waterloo, 
is a registered nurse and works in case 
management at Covenant Medical Center. 
'91 Lynne (Roorda) Yontz, BA, & Mark Yontz, 
BA '91 , reside in Urbandale. Lynne is assistant 
VP of investor relations at United Way of Central 
Iowa, and Mark is the Iowa regional project 
Manager for PE 4 Life. 
'92 Thomas Lindaman, BA, Des Moines, led 
District 19 Toastmasters to "Distinguished 
District Status" for the first time since 2005, 
and accepted a plaque at the Toastmasters 
International Conference in Las Vegas, August 
17-20, 2011. 




Cindra Kamphoff, PhD, BA '98, of Mankato, MN, is the recipient 
of the Dorothy V. Harris Memorial Award from the Association for 
Applied Sport Psychology (AASP), the international professional 
organization for sport and exercise psychology. The award 
recognizes the outstanding work of a young AASP professional 
in sport and exercise psychology. Dr. Kamphoff is a certified 
consultant with AASP and is the newly elected research and 
practice division head of the AASP Executive Board. She has 
published 18 research manuscripts, seven book chapters, and has 
delivered more than 40 national and international presentations. 
An associate professor in the Department of Human Performance at Minnesota State University, 
Dr. Kamphoff is also the coordinator of the sport and exercise psychology graduate program. 
In addition to her work at the university, she operates her own sport psychology consulting 
practice, The Runner's Edge. 
'92 Dan Steger, BA, Independence, is the 
manager of Pro Build in Walker. 
'93 Debra {Albrecht) Farnsworth, BA, Lee, IL, 
is selling nooks and books for Barnes & Nobel 
in Dekalb, IL, and lives with her husband, 
Duane, and their 3 children, ages 13, 10 and 
10. 
'93 Kimberly {Biteler) Felker, BA, Omaha, NE, 
was appointed to lead the Des Moines practice 
as audit partner for Deloitte & Touche LLP. Kim 
is a member of the Iowa Society of CPAs and the 
American Institute of CPAs. 
'93 Angela {Swenson) Schnurstein, BA & 
Mark Schnurstein, BA '93, reside in Ankeny. 
Angela teaches 6th-7th grade math & algebra 
at Prairie Ridge Middle School in Ankeny, and 
Mark teaches Earth science at DM Hoover H.S. , 
and received the 2010 Teacher of the Year 
Award for the advancement of STEM curriculum 
in the classroom. 
'94 Shannon (Bunger) Closson, BA, has been 
selected for the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 
20 Under 40. She lives in Cedar Falls. 
'94 Zachary Shimp, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He lives in Cedar Falls. 
'95 Katie (Stravers) Farris, BA, is senior 
director, business control at GDF SUEZ Energy 
North America in Houston. She joined the 
company in 2002, after seven years at Deloitte 
& Touche. She resides with her husband and 
their two sons in Katy, TX. 
'95 Daniel Mahraun, MM, MM '96, is in 
his second season as a member of "The Rose 
Ensemble" in the St. Paul, MN, area. He also 
serves as section leader in the Minnesota 
Chorale & maintains a private voice studio. 
'95 Jamie Walker-Sallis, BA, former Dancer 
Hall RA 1992-93, is a teacher for Davenport 
Community Schools & resides in Davenport 
with spouse Ramont Sallis, BA '95, and their 
children Ramont Jr., & Rachel. 
'96 Tatum (Teut) Buse, BA, MBA '01, 
was recently promoted to VP & controller, 
International & Service Solutions, at Rockwell 
Collins in Cedar Rapids. She serves on the 
Finance Department Advisory Council in the 
Jennifer (Weber) Erich graduated from UNI in 1996 with 
a BS in geology. She is a native of Davenport. While geology 
was the main focus of her degree, she also has an interest 
and research experience in astronomy. While at UNI, Jennifer 
worked on several projects involving planetary geology, 
including a study of the permafrost patterns on Mars arul 
lava flows on Venus. She continued her education in geology 
at the University of Iowa, and after obtaining her master's 
degree, she was given an internship and later a full-time 
position as a geoscientist at ExxonMobil. Her experience 
there has been varied, including work as a petrophysicist 
and a prospecting geologist. In early 2011, Jennifer became the exploration supervisor for 
projects in Argentina where she will direct drilling operations in the Vaca Muerta shale. 
Jennifer and her husband, Andrew, who works for Marathon Oil in Houston, have a daughter, 
Miranda, age four. 
The Erich's have recently made a commitment to the UNI Foundation and the Department 
of Earth Science to provide five year's funding to support the Jennifer and Andrew Erich 
Undergraduate Research Assistantship. The fund will provide an annual stipend of $3,000 to an 
undergraduate geology major who witl undertake research with a member of the Earth Science 
Department faculty. 
UNI College of Business Administration. She 
and spouse Jon Buse, BA '91, MA '97, live in 
Marion and are avid Panther fans. 
'96 Bernard McKichan, MA, Sheboygan Falls, 
WI, retired after 33 yrs. teaching (32 yrs. in 
Sheboygan Falls). He taught German and 
Spanish; was a track coach for 21 years, was 
a Foreign Student adviser; Chess Club coach; 
and established a partnership with a school 
in Germany. He received a Distinguished 
Service Award from the Sheboygan Falls Faculty 
Association. 
'96 Tracy (Stone) Steger, BA, Independence, 
is an English teacher at Independence High 
School. 
'96 Aileen (Mahood) Sullivan, BA, chemistry 
& AP chemistry teacher at Ames High School, 
received a 2011 Excellence in Science Teaching 
award during the Iowa Academy of Science 
Iowa Science Teaching section conference, 
October 17-18 in Ames. 
'98 Joseph Barber, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He is the president of Iowa Laser Technology 
in Cedar Falls. He lives in Waverly with his 
wife, Melissa Barber, BA '98, and their three 
children, Sam (8), Nick (6) and Alexandria (2). 
'99 Kathleen {Sander) Basi, MM, Columbia, 
MO, published sacred musical works with World 
Library Publications & GIA Publications, and is 
currently writing books & articles for magazine 
markets. She and spouse Christian welcomed 
their fourth child in December 2011. 
'99 Jason Lau, BA, MA '02, is the director of 
education, lifelong learning & international 
education at the College of Marin, and was 
recently named program manager for the World 
Leisure Organization's Commission program. 
He lives in Kentfield, CA. 
'99 Arny Mohr, BA, has been selected for the 
class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. She 
lives in Cedar Falls. 
'99 Bryan Van Gelder, BME, is the director 
of music for Rincon United Church of Christ, 
Tucson, AZ. He is a member & frequent soloist 
in the Tucson Chamber Artists (TCA), who 
just premiered a TCA-commissioned work by 
Stephen Paulus for the 10th anniversary of 
9/ 11. Bryan, a stay-at-home parent, lives with 
wife Natalee (Kluis) Van Gelder, BA '99, MA 
'01, a special ed teacher at Palo Verde H.S., and 
sons Caden (6) and Keevan (5) in Tucson. 
2000s 
'OOTrista (Meier) Manternach, BA, MA '05, 
Dubuque, taught special education for 8 1/ 2 
years, including two years as an instructional 
coach in Dubuque. She is now principal at Poyner 
Elementary School in Waterloo for 2011-12. 
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Jamie (Meyer) Alden, 
BA '04, is now an 
art director at ME&V 
Advertising. Alden has 
broad graphic design 
experience in both print 
and Web. She is a member 
of the American Advertising Federation 
(AAF) Cedar Valley chapter and is the 
recipient of seven AAF-Cedar Valley ADDY 
awards. She lives in Cedar Falls. 
'01 Chris Bengston, BA, MBA '06, Olathe, 
KS, is senior forecast analyst on a managed-
services contract for Guthy-Renker. 
'01 Jennifer Dahle, BA, Ankeny, was 
recognized by The Fund of Theological 
Education as a recipient of a 2011 FTE 
Congregational Fellowship, and will receive 
a monetary award. She attends Wartburg 
Theological Seminary. 
'01 Nadia Korobova, MPP, has been selected 
for the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 
40. She lives in Waterloo, and is asst. director 
of international programs at UNI. 
'01 Eric Miller, BM, concert band trumpet 
section leader in his 10th year with the West 
Point Band, has been afforded a myriad of 
opportunities to perform, including with the · 
NY Philharmonic on numerous occasions {3 
concerts in July 2011), and at Yankee Stadium 
(including 2003 World Series, first game in 
new stadium, & 2011 ALDS). As a chamber 
musician, he has traveled extensively with 
the West Point Brass (quintet), and serves as 
publicity div. chief of the West Point Band. He 
and spouse Trina (Modlin) Miller, BA '01, 
reside in Cornwall, NY. 
'01 Lindsay (Rolwes) Morley, BA, McHenry, 
IL, earned her MA in Reading Education from 
Concordia University in May 2011. 
'01 Aram Susong, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He lives in Waterloo. 
'02 Tony Butterworth, BM, is in his fourth 
year as grades 7-12 band director at Western 
Dubuque Jr/Sr High in Cascade, and is 
working on his MM at UNI. He and wife Kara 
(Breitbach) Butterworth, BA '03, are the 
parents of two daughters, ages six and three, 
and a son born June 2011. 
'02 William Hagans, BA, has joined Hagans 
Burdine Montgomery & Rustay, P.C. to 
continue his civil litigation practice after four 
years with Bracewell & Giuliani LLP. He lives in 
Houston, TX. 
'02 Justin R. Johnson, BA, middle school 
science teacher in Muscatine, received a 
2011 Excellence in Science Teaching award 
at the Iowa Academy of Science Iowa Science 
Teaching section conference, October 17-18 in 
Ames. 
'02 Michael McGill, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He lives in Independence. 
'02 Derek Thoms, BA, Marion, works at ESP 
International in Cedar Rapids as the supply 
chain procurement manager. 
~ '02 Bradley Woodle, BA, Olathe, KS, 
has expanded his clinic in Overland Park. 
It includes three chiropractors, two 
acupuncturists, a massage therapist and 
five support staff. The clinic was featured by 
Integrity Management as a Five Star Award-
winning clinic. 
'03 Bradley Bechthold, BA, La Porte City, has 
been with John Deere Power Systems since 
2005, and in May 2011 was appointed project 
manager. 
'03 Christopher Knudson, MA, is now the 
director of creative strategy at Wartburg 
College, where he also serves as adviser to the 
Wartburg PRSSA Chapter. He lives in Waverly. 
'03 Lindie (Nelsen) Truitt, BA, Norwalk, is 
in her eighth year of teaching kindergarten in 
Urbandale. 
'04 Stacy (Dubbert) Carlin, BA, a graduate of 
Palmer College of Chiropractic, opened Family 
Health Chiropractic, PC, in 2008 in Waterloo. 
'04 Nathan Sandstrom, BA, started his 
own construction business, Sandstrom 
Construction, in June 2009. He & spouse Kylie 
were married June 2007, and reside in Fort 
Dodge with their daughter, born June 2009. 
'04 Malinda (McClintock) Schultz, BA, is 
running a fundraiser for the Indigenous Atayal 
Tribe in Chingchuan, Taiwan and is now living 
in Hsinchu, Taiwan. 
'05 Eliza Bangert, BM, Chicago, IL, plays flute 
in the Civic Orchestra of Chicago; 3rd flute/ 
piccolo with Southwest Michigan Symphony; 
freelances around the Chicago area; and also 
does orchestra library work for the Grant Park 
Symphony & AWR Music. 
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'05 Patrick Carlin, BA, Cedar Falls, is asst. 
sector coordinator for the Keystone AEA. 
'05 Emily Schard, BA, Des Moines, was 
promoted at The Stelter Company from a 
web coordinator to a business development 
associate. 
~ '06 Michael Bowser, BA, Des Moines, was 
appointed commissioner for the Des Moines 
Human Rights Commission. 
'06 Matthew Conklin, BA, Minneapolis, MN, 
is employed at Cargill, Inc. as an accounting 
supervisor. 
'06 Tarek Fahmy, BA, Arlington, VA, was 
recently awarded a Presidential Management 
Fellowship with the U.S. Department of Energy 
in Washington, D.C. He works as a program 
analyst within the Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer. 
'06 Brent Kramer, BA, Lisle, IL, works 
for Federated Insurance as a marketing 
representative. 
'06 April Pudenz, BA, West Des Moines, is now 
program manager with ITAGroup in West Des 
Moines. 
'06 Claudio Re, MA, Gainesville, FL, earned 
a PhD in Music History and Literature at the 
University of Florida. He is currently visiting 
assistant prof. of music at Kenyon College 
in Gambier, Ohio, where he conducts their 
concert wind ensemble and teaches music 
history. 
'06 Cassandra (Hager) Smith, BA, Perry, 
married Tyler Smith on 12/ 20/ 2008 and 
is working at Perry High School as well as 
coaching JV girls basketball and JV girls & boys 
golf. 
'06 Siska Flaurensia The, BA, has started her 
own digital design & marketing business called 
Squeeze of Lime Studio, based in San Diego, 
CA. 
'07 Jordan Alborn, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He lives in Cedar Falls. 
'07 Abby (Cochren) Trout, BA, earned her MS 
in Student Affairs from Miami (OH) University 
Beth Nybeck, BFA '10, has been selected 
with her partner to design and install a 
large sculpture for the new terminal of the 
John Wayne International Airport u1 Orange 
County, CA. The sculpture is entitled, "Flight 
of Ideas," and is essentially a flock of 21 
birds suspended throughout the terminal. 
While at UNI, Beth was a tenant in the John 
Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center's Student 
Business Incubator, where she started her 
entrepreneurial career. 
in May 2010 and has been a career counselor 
for Grinnell College since June 2010. She & 
spouse Chris Trout, BA '07, reside in Altoona, 
IA. 
'07 Sharra Wagner, MM, is in her third 
year (2011-12) ofDMA program in clarinet 
performance at UMKC Conservatory of Music, 
and resides in Kansas City, MO, with spouse 
Aaron McNally, BA '02. 
'08 Stephen Fish, BM, a grad student at UMKC 
Conservatory of Musicrwas the first singer 
to walk onstage on the Lyric Opera of Kansas 
City's opening night production of "Turandot" 
at the new Kauffman Center for the Performing 
Arts in Kansas City. 
'08 Megan (Rausch) McAllister, BA, 
Dyersville, has been promoted to mortgage 
loan originator at American Trust & Savings 
Bank. 
'08 Cassie Waldorf, BA, Cedar Falls, has been 
teaching pre-school since 2008; she teaches 
three-year-olds at Community United Childcare 
Center. 
'09 Kassidy (Lyons) Chen, BA, Iowa City, is a 
physician assistant with UICMS. 
'09 Ellen Nuss, BA, MA '11, was awarded a 
Fulbright Fellowship to teach in Madrid, Spain, 
for 2011-12. She lives in Council Bluffs. 
'09 JeffWaldschmitt, BA, is staffing manager 
in the ticket office at the Des Moines Civic 
Center as of 11/14/2011. 
'09 Daniel White, BM, Bettendorf, will be 
associate conductor for the eight-month 
national tour of "Shrek: The Musical" with 
NETworks Presentations, one of the biggest 
touring companies in the country. 
20105 
'10 Wade Arnold, BA, has been selected for 
the class of the 2011 Cedar Valley 20 Under 40. 
He lives in Cedar Falls. 
'10 Heather Christopher, BA, West Des 
Moines, is working as a 6th grade math title 
teacher for Des Moines Schools. 
'11 Rebecca Fuhrman-Petersen, BA, taught 
in Thailand for the past five years and spent 
the summer in Denmark with her Danish 
husband. She now lives in Pokhara, Nepal, and 
is working on her MA via UNI's online program. 
'11 Adam Haselhuhn, BA, Des Moines, is the 
associate director of annual giving at Simpson 
College. 
'11 Kendle McChurch, BA, Clinton, is a new 
equipment sales rep for Otis Elevator Co. Sales 
territory includes North and South Dakota and 
western Minnesota, with offices in Fargo, ND. 
'11 Matthew Monaghan, BA, Manchester, 
is a financial representative at Northwestern 
Mutual in Waterloo. 
'11 Gabe Perkins, BA, Jefferson, is a sales 
consultant developing new business for Per 
Mar Security Services. 
'11 Paula Throndson, BA, New Hampton, is a 
supply chain executive in training for Target 
Corporation in Minneapolis, MN. 
Marriages 
Jeffery Clark, BT '85, married Amy (Andrews) 
Clark on June 29, 2011. They now reside in 
Jarrell, TX. 
Susan (Pfiffner) Schultz, BA '87 , married 
Anthony Schultz in September 2011. 
Gregory Nicholas, BT '91, and Dr. Barbara 
Borg, UNI asst. prof. of anthropology 1987-88, 
now assoc. prof. of anthropology at College of 
Charleston, SC, were married April 9, 2011. 
Joel Weeks, BA '96, married Madeleine Trump 
Weeks on October 8, 2011. 
Cory Hart, BA '00, Grimes, married Melissa 
(Lawary) Hart on August 27, 2011. 
'03 Shawna (Shappell) McCabe, BA, was 
married on January 22 , 2011. 
Carol (Dusing) Villarreal, BA '03 , San 
Antonio, TX, married Peter Villarreal, Jr. on 
July 9, 2011, in Council Bluffs. 
Aaron Rawson, BA '04 married Lauren 
(Mendel) Rawson, BA '04 on July 16, 2011. 
Liz (Hoffman) Dickey, BA '04, Cedar Falls, 
married Derrick Dickey, BA '05 , New London, 
on September 22, 2007. 
Megan (Rausch) McAllister, BA '08, married 
Chris McAllister on May 14, 2011. 
Wei-erh Chen, BA '07 , married Kassidy 
(Lyons) Chen, BA '09, Iowa City, on July 30, 
2011. 
Geoffrey Knoop, BA '09, married Kaytee 
Kleinmeyer on August 27, 2011. 
Jon Barz, BA '89; Martha Keune, BA '76; Dan Reiter, BT '96; and Danielle Stipe, 
BA '11, put on their hard hats and rolled up their sleeves during the ABC's Extreme 
Makeover: Home Edition taping in September. The Gibbs family of West Union were 
selected as makeover recipients last summer. Pictured with the UNI alumni are show 
designers Paul DiMeo and Tracy Hutson along with a representative from Larson 
Construction. 
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Kelsey Mueller Tyrrell, BA '11, married Ken 
Tyrrell, BA '10, on October 8, 2011. 
Births 
Chad Feldmann, BA '93, & Bridget Feldmann, 
St. Louis, MO, son Christopher Michael born 
9/30/2011. 
James Harken, BA '96, Phoenix, AZ, & wife 
Mary adopted Lucas James on 10/22/2010. The 
adoption was finalized on 3/30/2011. 
Eric Jans, BA '98, & Wendy (Aldrich) Jans, 
BA '96, Nashville, TN, daughter Miranda Paige 
born 7/27/2011. 
~ Kory Swart, BA '96, MA '98, & Conni 
(Sloth) Swart, BA '01 , Mount Vernon, twin 
sons Adam and Casey born 6/16/2011. 
Emily (Ballou) Vanlaar, BA '97 , & Dusty 
VanLaar, Savage, MN, daughter Bailey Faith 
born 5/04/2011. 
Lisa (Laue) Schmidt, BA '98, & Michael 
Schmidt, BA '97 , St. Paul, MN, daughter 
Hannah Grace born 08/03/2011, joining sister 
Rachel and brothers Eric and Thomas. 
Jennifer (Ketelsen) Johnson, BA '99 , & 
Chad Johnson, Marion, son Maxim Allan born 
3/12/2011. 
~ Ryan Koster, BA '99 , & wife Lisa, Le Claire, 
daughter Kinsey Ann born 5/05/2011. 
Jessica (McGraw) Cook, BA '00, & Matthew 
Cook, Cedar Rapids, daughter Hailey born 
6/12/2010. 
Addie (Harmon) Rugland, BA '00, & husband 
Kris Rugland, Northwood, daughter Amaya 
Belle born 11/21/2010. 
Shaun Boyle, BA '01 & Marybeth Boyle, 
Altoona, son Joshua Daniel born 7/16/2011. 
Lindie (Nelsen) Truitt, BA '03 , & husband 
Lucas, Norwalk, second son Will Michael. 
Sara (Hawker) Breckenfelder, BA '04 & Matt 
Breckenfelder, Manchester, daughter Jean born 
06/28/2011. 
Stacy (Dubbert) Carlin, BA '04, & Partick 
Carlin, BA '05 , Cedar Falls, son James born 
6/29/2009. 
Liz (Hoffman) Dickey, BA '04, & Derrick 
Dickey, BA '05, Norwalk, son Sean Michael 
Lewis born 6/19/2010. 
Liz (Bomgaars) Harris, BA '04, & Ryan 
Harris, BA '04, Dekalb, IL, daughter Nora 
Vivolyn born 06/02/2011. 
Malinda (Mcclintock) Schultz, BA'04, & 
Stephen Schultz, Hsinchu, Taiwan, son Sage 
Duane born 3/28/2011. 
Shelly (Heister) McDermott, BA '05 , & Luke 
McDermott, Delmar, son Dylan Matthew born 
6/14/2011. 
Kiley (Kirkpatrick) Skadburg, BA '05, & 
Corey Skadburg, Waukee, daughter Everleigh 
Mae born 10/30/2011. 
Paul Waterman, BA '06, MA '08, & Melissa 
Waterman, Cedar Falls, daughter Sophia born 
10/29/2011. 
Amanda (Kluver) DeWall, BA '07 , & Nolan 
DeWall, Cedar Falls, son Mason Otto born 
6/21/2011. 
~ Eldred Harman, a valued 
friend of UNI, passed away 
on September 30, 2011. 
He received the Honorary 
Alumnus Award in 2007 and 
was a Lifetime Member of 
the UNI Alumni Association 
along with his wife, Donna, BA '47 . 
Together, they supported needs across 
campus from the Early Childhood Center to 
Panther Athletics. We will miss his gracious 
manner, his enthusiasm for everything UNI 
and his passion for educating young people. 
Deaths 
Edna Marie Beirne, 2-yr Cert. '33 , Wilkes-
Barre, died 10/26/2009. 
Anna (Placatka) Soenke, 2-yr Cert. '34, 
Camarillo, CA, died 9/3/2011. 
Stanley Benz, BA '37 , Pacific Grove, CA, died 
3/05/2011. 
Ruth L. (Hale) Swan, 2-yr Cert. '41, Whiting, 
died 9/17/2010. 
Bernece (Reid) Tesch, 2-yr Cert. '41 , Fairfield 
Bay, AR, died 2/21/2009. 
Mary Ann (Ruppel) Feltenstein, BA ' 42 , 
Peoria, IL, died 10/17/2011. 
Judith (Dekoster) Englert, BA '48, Grand 
Prairie, TX, died 11/23/2010. 
Barbara (Peterson) Doolittle, 2-yr Cert. '49, 
Story City, died 8/24/2011. 
William Guenther, BA '56 , Lady Lake, FL, died 
9/30/2011. 
James Schneckloth, BA '58, Charles City, died 
12/29/2010. 
Please update your information here or log on to www.unialum.org. We love hearing from you! 
Home Address --------------------
City/State/Zip 
Preferred Telephone _________________ _ 





(Preferred mailing address D Home D Work) 
Email ----------------------
D This is a new address, phone number or email address. 
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7 Drake Pre-Game Social.. ............................. Des Moines 
10 Omaha Pre-Game Social.. .............. .. .................. Omaha 
14 Women's Basketball Alumni Weekend .... ............... .. UNI 
19 Association Member Reception at Rock of Ages ..... .... UNI 
February 
4 RA Alumni Social ................................................ UNI 
11 
16 Florida Alumni Reception .......................... Naples, FL 





19 Washington DC Alumni Reception ......... .. Washington DC 
Every Friday is Panther Friday! 
UNIAA calendar of events and event details atwww.unialum.org/ calendar 
International Tours 
The Alumni Association has partnered with Go Next to offer 
several international destination tours each year. Discover 
some of the world's most exciting destinations or cruise the 
seas to the most alluring ports of call. The choice is yours! 
Looking for a particular trip and don't see it on our list of 
offerings? Go Next would be happy to try to accommodate 
your needs. Please feel free to contact them at 800-842-9023 
and reference that you are wit h the University of Northern 
Iowa. They will do their best to take care of our loyal Panther 
travelers! 
Upcoming tours 
Paris - April 25, 2012 • European Mosaic - June 16, 2012 
Norwegian Fjords - August 30, 2012 
Aegean Marvels - Oct. 31, 2012 
For more information, visit 
www.unialum.org/ alumni-travel-program. 
If you want to be added to the mailing list for our tours, 





1012 W. 23rd Street 






I want to take this opportunity to say thanks 
to all of you who have supported the Imagine the 
Impact campaign. You have made a profound and 
lasting impact on UNI and our students. 
With the help of our alumni and friends, the 
campaign has raised more than $133 million. With 
your continued help, we will reach the campaign 
goal of $150 million by 2013. The priority for 
this campaign is to open up new opportunities 
for students by creating more scholarships and 
enhancing our programs. 
The need for private support has never been 
more crucial. President Allen made strong points 
in his opening message regarding the challenges 
UNI is facing and the opportunities for you to get 
involved. There are many stories of how alumni and 
friends have made a difference in the lives of our 
students. I'd like to share one of those stories. 
Danielle Stuck is a senior at UNI, but her 
journey has not been an easy _gne. She grew up 
in a troubled home. Determined to overcome the . 
- odds against her, she worked hard in high school. 
She graduated as a valedictorian in Council Bluffs 
and chose to attend UNI. She attributes the help 
of many people and the gift of scholarships to her 
success in college. Through the assistance of the 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences Dean's 
Fund, Danielle was able to study Humanities in 
Italy. The opportunity to study another culture 
is critical to her future career as a psychologist. 
Her experiences helped her apply to Harvard for 
graduate school. Imagine the impact Danielle will 
make on the world. 
Private support allowed Danielle to take full 
advantage of the opportunities UNI has to offer. 
Will you help us create similar success stories? 
As you read this special edition of UNI Today, I 
hope you discovered ways to make your own impact 
on UNI' s students. As President Allen mentioned, 
the possibilities are endless; the potential, 
inspiring. 
Please consider some of the ways you can be 
involved: 
0 Help with legislative efforts 
0 Encourage students to attend UNI 
0 Join the Alumni Association 
0 Support the Imagine the Impact Campaign 
You can be the one to help us educate Iowa's 
next generation of leaders and prepare them for 
success in a competitive and global economy. 
Please fill out and return the enclosed envelope. 
Your participation will make a far greater impact 
than you can imagine. 
Purple for Life, 
~~~ 
Bill Calhoun '79 
Special Assistant to the 
President for Development & 
Alumni Relations 
President of the UNI 
Foundation 
.... www.uni-foundation.org 
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